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Olivia, the fairy witch
COUNTED CROSS STITCH CHART BY  BARBARA ANA DESIGNS

Olivia is half-witch, half-fairy...
So lady-like, hanging onto her handbag,
so dainty with her luminescent wings,
so much in control as she waves her magic wand and overseas the preparation of some mysterious overflowing green fluid....
Her yellow-eyed cat knows he had better behave lest he run into trouble....

Olivia is stitched with many exciting threads. Her wings are made of Glow-in-the-dark thread. The green liquid coming out of the cauldron is in
fact green fluorescent floss and her dress is a luminous palette of red, pink and orange multicolor threads from the DMC Color Variations
range.
This piece was stitched on 14ct DMC Linen Aida.

The chart can be stitched with either versions of text:
"Trick or treat" or "Abracadabra" (alternative text).

A design by Barbara Ana. >> visit her store.

Number of stitches: 67 x 76 (wide x high)

>> View size in my choice of fabric - Click here (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch (no fractional stitches), Backstitch, Long stitch

Chart: Black and White AND Color

Threads: DMC Embroidery floss, DMC Glow-in-the-Dark and fluorescent floss from the DMC light Effects range, DMC Color Variations

Number of colors: 13

Themes: witch, fairy, wings, magic wand, black cat, cauldron, abracadabra, trick or treat

>> see more Halloween patterns by Barbara Ana

>> see all Witches patterns (all designers)
 

>> see all patterns by Barbara Ana 
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